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Abstract
Researchers have reported several compensation methods to estimate bone and joint position from a cluster of
skin-mounted markers as influenced by Soft Tissue Artifacts (STA). Tikhonov Regularization Filtering (TRF) as a means
to estimate Instantaneous Screw Axes (ISA) was introduced here as a means to reduce the displacement of a rigid
body to its simplest geometric form. Recent studies have suggested that the ISA of the knee, i.e., Knee Functional
Axes (KFA), might be closely connected to the estimation of constraint forces such as those due to medial and lateral
connective tissues. The estimations of ISAs were known to be highly sensitive to noisy data, which may be mathematically ill-posed, requiring smoothing such as that conducted by regularization. The main contribution in this work was to
establish the reciprocal connection between the KFA and Ground Reaction Forces (GRF) as a means to estimate joint
constraint forces. Presented results compare the computational performance with published kinetic and kinematic joint
data generated from an instrumented total knee replacement. Implications of these preliminary findings with respect to
dynamic alignment as a functional anatomic metric are discussed.

Keywords: Dynamic alignment; Instantaneous screw axes; Knee
biomechanics, L-curve method; Osteoarthritis; Regularization; Soft
tissue artifact
Introduction
The strategies for minimizing modelling errors such as those
produced by Soft Tissue Artifacts (STAs) have received much attention
from both researchers and practitioners [1,2]. Techniques designed
to minimize the contribution of and compensation for STAs can be
divided into those which model the skin surface and those which
include joint motion constraints. A “solidification” procedure was
proposed recently based on the assumption that marker trajectories
are consistent with the rigid body motion [3]. A different approach
corresponds to principal axes of inertia in which each segment marker
is assigned a mass that can act as a Probability Density Function
(PDF) or weighting factor [4]. The Centre of Mass (COM) and the
inertial tensor of the marker-clusters are calculated at each time
frame. This technique is based on the analogy that the inertial tensor
about the COM of a Three-Dimensional (3D) rigid body is related to
the covariance matrix of the trivariate random vectors, whose PDF
is proportional to the point-wise density of the rigid body itself. The
global optimization treats each body segment in holistic terms, i.e., a
structure that is undergoing transformation as a whole, rather than
in terms of separate segments each with imposition constraints at the
joint [5]. This process has been defined by minimizing the weighted
sums-of-squares distance between simulation and model-determined
marker positions.
The described compensation techniques all have common
features. The transformation parameters (both rotation and
translation) can be computed from linear interpolation as is done
for affine mapping. Subsequently the Least-Squared Estimates (LSE)
can be adopted by means of extracting transformation parameters
between two point patterns via Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).
However, the LSE is not a sufficient estimate as the ultimate solution
minimizes the error and concludes with the model exactly matching
the data. Since the marker data are assumed to have position errors,
the analysis objectives are not satisfied during STA compensation.
Estimating Instantaneous Screw Axes (ISA) from noisy data was
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originally defined as an example of the ‘inverse problem’ facing an
ill-posed biomechanical scenario [6], where the regularization theory
and projective geometry were proposed for solving these types of
problems. The duality between the pure rotation and translation
can become diminished in Euclidean space where parallelism and
infinitely distant quantities create difficulties. The duality is, however,
perfect in projective geometry, where infinite quantities are on an
equal basis with finite ones. Plűcker coordinates are perhaps the most
versatile realization of screw quantities and capture that duality. Here,
the regularization method provides an enhanced analytical tool for
improved STA compensation [7].
In the following study, we estimated spatial-temporal knee joint
motion by incorporating a novel approach for STA compensation
through the application of the L-curve Tikhonov Regularization
Filtering (TRF) algorithm. The importance of accurately locating the
Knee Functional Axis (KFA) through enhanced analytical approaches
was one of the key lessons developed during the 2010 ASME Grand
Challenge Competition to predict in vivo Knee Loads [8]. These
changes in position and orientation of the KFA should be considered
in the analyses of muscle function during human movements (which
require moment arms to be defined relative to a functional axis of
rotation). In particular, the reciprocal connection theory indicates
that the ligaments and cartilage contact contribute to the mechanical
constraints within knee joints (Figure 1), which results in a KFA that
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which are driven by the forcing function g(t), which is not associated
with gravitational acceleration. The discrete model then becomes:
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Where h represents a sampling time step. The error term is a
combination of matching the data dj and the regularization of g j. The
LSE error term is now expressed as:

LCL

$

N

EN (c,g j )= ∑ (d j - x j )2 +bg j 2 		

(3)

j=1

This function identifies the minimum error value of E starting
at any stage j = n with x n = c and simulating the system to the end
condition ( j = N ) with the optimal g ′j s then being defined. The
important items to emphasize are that c is considered to be arbitrary
and that n can represent any value between 1 and N.
Figure 1: Five constraints $’ s are collectively reciprocal to the instantaneous
screw $. The instantaneous motion of the knee is guided by the constraints
of the anterior cruciate ligaments (ACL), posterior cruiciate ligament (PCL),
medial collateral ligament (MCL), and articular contact in the medial (P1) and
lateral (P2) compartments. Note that no combination of the constraint forces
that might be generated at the $’ will result in a turning at the $, and no angular
velocity at the $ will cause the constraint force to do any work at the points on
the medial and lateral contact locations (used with permission and adapted
from Kim and Kohles, 2012 [9]).

was also reciprocally connected to the Ground Reaction Forces (GRF)
from our view [9].
Therefore, our investigation tests the hypothesis that the technical
approach described herein can correctly locate the KFA in the global
reference frame, which can in turn be associated with a qualitative/
quantitative estimation of joint constraint forces. The first aim of the
present study was to compensate for the STA by the TRF approach to
generate the ISA and correctly locate the KFA. The second aim of our
study was to apply the KFA tracking that we obtained, combined with
the corresponding GRF tracking as a reciprocal connection, toward
the estimation of knee constraint forces for clinical applications
[9,10]. We then verify this approach by comparing results obtained
in terms of KFA with in vivo knee loads measured directly from an
instrumented total knee implant.

Materials and Methods
Analytical model
Inverse mechanics equations and the L-curve method were
previously applied to estimate the optimal values of the smoothing
parameters during multi scale cell-tissue level [11] and joint level
[9] biomechanical analyses. A similar technique was applied here
to compensate for the STA during the study of joint biomechanics.
Briefly, we applied a third-order model that estimated the first and
second time-derivatives of the data. The formulation of the discrete
inverse problem can be stated in terms of the state variable vector z j
, which represents the position x, velocity v and acceleration a of
marker points at time j. The kinematic parameters are:

x = v
v = a

					

a = g
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(1)

What is now required of the solution is to best match the data
(the first term of Equation 3), while maintaining some degree of
smoothness (the second term of Equation 3). By adding a term to
the LSE error function in Equation 3, one can control the amount of
smoothness that occurs in the solution by varying the parameter b.
The analytical smoothing problem is then to find the forcing term g j
and the initial condition c that minimizes the error function EN while
also determining the optimal values of the smoothing parameter b.
The addition of the term bg 2 j is crucial to obtaining smooth and
reasonable results. This approach is known as regularization for
numerical smoothing and accuracy control, and is sometimes referred
to as the Tikhonov method. The method for estimating the optimal
value of b is called generalized cross validation or the Tikhonov
L-curve approach [12]. Other methods used Morozov’s discrepancy
principle for Tikhonov regularization for solving ill-posed problems
[13]. The L-curve displays information about the regularized solution
by plotting the iterative solution of Equation 3 versus the residual
vectors (the deviation between observed and predicted values)
typically on semi-logarithmic axes. In the simplified application here,
a scalar of the regularization parameter b was chosen by identifying
the characteristic reflection point on the generated plot.
In essence, it is desired to find the input driving force g j that
causes the model xj to match the data dj as closely as possible. Thus,
the analysis minimizes the function EN over the sequence of forcing
vectors g j. The inverse (filtering) problem is then to find the unknown
force g j that minimizes the errors expressed in Equation 3 while
using the model of Equation 2. This approach can also be thought of
as an optimal control problem with g j as the controlling forces. The
mathematical problem can be solved using dynamic programming
and Bellman’s Principle of Optimality [12] and produces the equation:

f N (c) = min EN (c, g ) 				
gj

(4)

which is a recurrence formula described in previous biomechanical
applications by others [14].
Line coordinates (or Plücker Coordinates) were extended here
to describe screw motion (rotation with translation) and applied to
locate the KFA [15]. The coordinate system of the screw axis $ is then
written as:

$ ≡ ( L, M , N ; P, Q, R) 				
Computational Modeling in Biomechanics
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$ ≡ ( L, M , N ; P , Q , R ) ≡ ρ $ ≡ ( ρ L, ρ M , ρ N ; ρ P , ρ Q , ρ R )

(6)

A unit screw is then defined to which no mechanical significance
is attached until a twist (wrench) of scalar amplitude (intensity) ρ is
associated with it. As expressed in equation 6, a screw when considered
as a geometric element, is then defined by the relative and not the
absolute value of its coordinates, thusly named the homogeneous
coordinates.

Knee biomechanics application
The method that determines the ISA in terms of screw coordinates
from the rigid body transformation was applied here to estimate the
ISA from filtered data [16]. The screw axis attached to the shank
limb segment will trace out a ruled surface, a set of screws $1 for
the shank, similarly, $2 for the thigh limb segment. Uniform motion
transmission (without disengagements) between two generally
disposed axes is possible only if:

dv1 $1 + dv2 $2 + dvKFA $ KFA = 0 			

(7)

Where dv1 $1 is the displacement of the shank, dv2 $2 is the
displacement of the thigh, and dvKFA $ KFA is the relative displacement
of the thigh with respect to the shank, which is also defined as the
KFA. The Arhnold-Kennedy theorem applied to three axes may be
manifested as the two ISAs $1 and $2 , resulting in a third ISA $ KFA
on the cylindroid defined by a linear combination of the two axes [17].
Solving equation 7 is equivalent to locating the KFA. The reciprocal
connection theory was applied to predict the reaction of constraints
evoked when the GRFs were accessible during the stance phase [9].
The principle of virtual work for static equilibrium, which states
that the virtual work of the GRF applied on the knee in equilibrium
with workless constraint is equal to zero, enables us to predict the
intensities of constraint forces by connection of the latter to the location
of the KFA. The GRF can then be decomposed into components of
their three screws, the medial, lateral, and muscle forces, collectively
acting on the KFA. It is always possible to determine wrenches on the
four screws which are in equilibrium, and the ratios of their intensities
alone are then determined [18].
In order to attain the continuous estimation of forces in the course
of the gait cycle, the excursion in KFA tracking needs to be generated
and combined with the corresponding GRF. A comprehensive data
set was accessed to determine the KFA during gait. This data set
included motion capture, ground reaction, electromyography, tibial
contact force, and strength data [19]. This experimental gait data were
collected from an adult male subject (subject code JW) implanted with
an instrumented total knee replacement (mass 68 kg, height 1.66 m,
right knee) and analyzed using the described TRF approach at 50 ms
time increments. Here, the ISA were generated using the previously
described Plűcker Coordinate-technique [16]. The gait trial involved
a medial-lateral trunk sway gait pattern similar to that previously
reported [20]. Our study then used the following framework to predict
reaction of constraints (Figure 4). The inputs were a reciprocally
connected knee model, experimental kinematics (i.e., x-y-z trajectories
of marker data at patella, shank and thigh), and ground reaction
forces that were all obtained from the instrumented right knee of the
subject. The “knee radiograph” contained a view of the knee region
in the frontal plane and provided geometrical information about
J Nov Physiother 			

constraints. The algorithm for calculating reciprocal screws using
the nullspace operation was originally developed by Konkar and
Cutkosky [21] and later presented in detail using MATLAB functions
(Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA) by Adams and Whitney [22]. The
algorithm has been used to describe the reciprocal connections of the
KFA to the knee constraints [9]. A validation of this approach was
conducted by directly comparing measured and predicted joint forces
through time.

Results
Upon processing marker coordinates from the shank, the TRF
plot indicated a distinct inflective corner, which was associated with
the optimized value of the regularization parameter (Figure 2). Thus,
the flexion point on the semi-logarithmic plot of the iterative solution
versus the residuals was chosen as b=3.1623×10 -12. It was found that the
ordinary process of estimation of b could not be applied to the optimal
generation of knee instantaneous axes. The demarcation between
our application and an ordinary filtering technique is that a filtering
process takes place in real time, while most of our applications are
based on the assumption that we have the entire set of measurements
at our disposal instead of obtaining them one at a time and having to
make instantaneous decisions.
The ISAs that were produced when the Tikhonov parameter was
assigned as b=0.001 were plotted from a laboratory coordinate frame
analysis in terms of the KFA as the gait cycle progressed (Figure 3).
The KFA was determined by the linear combination of two ISA’s of the
shank and thigh in equation 7. Moreover, by virtue of positioning the
KFA of the knee in the global frame, those KFAs could be somewhat
connected with the Ground Reaction Force (GRF) resident on the
screws during gait trials. An impulsive force of constraint was evoked
to define the intersection of the reciprocal connection with the
correspondence between the GRF (zoomed image in Figure 3), where
the KFA adds the geometrical factors to facilitate the interaction
between the two screw surfaces. As the impulsive reaction forces
and instantaneous screw exists, a one-to-one correspondence can

solution semi-norm

The variables L,M,N represent the orientation of the axis of $; and
the variables P,Q,R define the moment vectors of $. When normalized
by L2 + M 2 + N 2 = 1 such that L = L, M = M and N = N , the two sets
of coordinates are related by a scalar multiplier ρ :

100.8

100.7
b=3.1623E-12

10

0.6

100.5
10-5

10-4

10-3

residual norm

10-2

10-1

Figure 2: A Tikhonov L-curve plot defined for this particular set of markers
on the shank. A distinct inflection corner in the plot was associated with the
regularization parameter b (a scalar), optimized through analytical iteration.
The L-curve displays information about the regularized solution by plotting
the iterative solution of Equation 3 versus the residual vectors (the deviation
between observed and predicted values) shown on semi-logarithmic axes. In
the simplified application here, a scalar of the regularization parameter b was
chosen through association with the characteristic reflection point on the plot.
Both matrix A and B noted in the axis labels are assigned as identity matrices.
Summations are carried out over the entire data set.
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Figure 3: In a verification of position-tracking of the KFA with time-sequence motion data, the knee ISA screws are shown to nearly coincide with a reciprocal screw of
the GRF as indicated in the zoomed image. This representative analysis indicates a reciprocal connection, nearly a unique configuration where a wrench of substantial
intensity can exert an influence on the corresponding reciprocal screw in the GRF without overloading the knee joint torque.
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Figure 4: Model predictions of the individual force contributions induced
in the knee joint by the GRF. Results are presented in terms of the medial
compartment, lateral compartment, and total muscle forces during a
representative stance phase using the KFA. The second peak represents the
influence of the quadriceps as identified during actual measurements and
confirmed in this approach. As a limitation, the model here was constructed
with only one muscle group.

be defined. To express this differently, the mechanical complex of
instantaneous and that of impulsive screws are projective.
In the biomechanical model presented in this paper, the
contribution of the limb/body weights and accelerations were not
included so that the smaller joint/tissue forces could be estimated. The
forces in the medial and later compartments as well as a single muscle
force are presented as a first approximation by applying the principle
J Nov Physiother 			
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Figure 5: A comparison between the results of this theoretical approach
and those data gathered from an instrumented knee acquired during in vivo
trunk-sway gait trials (2010 Grand Challenge Competition, ASME Summer
Bioengineering Conference, Fregly et al. 2012 [19]). The forces in the
medial compartment are shown as a comparison between the Predicted and
Measured values. As a limitation, the model here applied a single muscle
force. Also note that the Predicted magnitude is consistently lower than the
measured entry due to the lack of inertial effects included for the lower limb. A
similar qualitative trend is evident in both data.

of virtual work for static equilibrium condition (Figure 4). It states
that the virtual work of externally applied forces composed of muscles
and GRF at the KFA in equilibrium with workless constraints is equal
to zero. As noted, this resulted from decomposing the measured
ground reaction forces to the corresponding constrains and muscle
forces. The Root Mean Square (RMS) error for the medial contact
force during the contact of the foot with the ground was determined
to be 184.7 N (Figure 5).
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Discussion
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tracking, in terms of two screw-axis surfaces during the stance phase,
is a purely geometric representation of the GRF-KFA interaction [23]
and can reasonably represent joint mechanics.
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While there were similarities between the prediction of this model
and the validation measurements, there were also some profound
differences. Similarities include the double peaked nature of the
medial contact force curves. The knee joint loading pattern during
the stance phase indicates two major peak force levels, the first peak
occurring in early stance and the second peak occurring in late
stance (Figure 4). This pattern was consistent with previous studies
[24]. Here the medial compartment bears a greater proportion of the
net load than the lateral compartment (Figure 4). Differences in the
comparison include the fact that our model did not include inertias
and the analysis was only performed at beginning of the joint motion
routine due to impulses from static equilibrium [25] (Figure 5).
As a limitation, the parameter b, when optimized as a filter for
the marker coordinates, could not accurately function as a smoothing
parameter for the KFAs. For smoothing a ruled surface defined by
the KFA trace, we arrived at a ‘b’ of 0.001 as a correct parameter via
a trial-and-error approach. Different regularization parameters may
result in distinctive control forces defining in equation 3. However, b
will be affected by changes in both the shank and/or the thigh motion
during gait. Several studies support the premise, as an important
result of this study, that locating KFA is not directly related to the
filtering of marker data alone, but rather to the gait environment.
There are other methods such as representing joint displacement using
a sequence of rotations about successive axes [26]. However, in that
case, the difficulty for clinical applications is to correctly locate these
axes such that they coincide with the anatomically functional axes
of the considered joints. Our current view manifests that ligament
and cartilage contact forces contribute to the mechanical constraints
within knee joints, which result in KFAs and are reciprocally
connected to GRFs. We consider the application of TRF with Plűcker
coordinates as a powerful filtering strategy which combines the two
well-established approaches. These include: (a) screw quantities in the
field of ill-posed mathematical problems; and (b) the regularization
technique, a general formulation of the inverse problem.
The presented approach could be extended as a measure of
dynamic alignment, an indicator of risk associated with knee
osteoarthritis progression. One can realign the GRF with the KFA
by identifying an offset component reducing the load on the medial/
lateral compartment, thus redistributing the reaction (braking)
torque about the KFA induced by the surrounding muscles. The
reaction forces (and torques) of the GRF would then be shifted to the
muscle reactions instead, guiding a therapeutic strategy.
In conclusion, the methods presented here enable us to obtain the
desired KFA tracking that can be used to connect the instantaneous
screw of the knee motion to the impulsive reaction force as a “dynamic
alignment” technique. We demonstrated that KFA tracking is a purely
geometrical factor describing the interaction between gait kinematics
and ground reaction kinetics. Therefore, the shape of KFA tracking
may be regarded as the “genome” of gait pattern recognition under all
load-bearing physiological conditions.
J Nov Physiother 			
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